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ABSTRAK 

 

 

 

 Sistem pneumatik adalah suatu sistem yang menukarkan kuasa bendalir kepada 

kuasa mekanikal atau kuasa kerja. Sistem pneumatik amat penting dalam industri atau 

kilang yang menggunakan mesin yang berkaitan dengan sistem ini. Kebanyakan industri 

menggunakan sistem ini dalam penghasilan produk mereka. Contohnya dalam industri 

automotif digunakan untuk semburan cat pada badan kereta. Dalam projek ini, sistem 

pneumatic digunakan untuk memegang sesuatu barang dan cuba memegang komponen 

itu supaya tidak jatuh. Jenis pencengkam yang digunakan adalah dari jenis bukaan 

selari. Jenis ini dapat menghasilkan daya cengkaman yang lebih tinggi berbanding 

dengan jenis pencengkam yang lain. Selain itu, proses merekabentuk perlu dilakukan 

untuk melengkapkan projek ini. Proses merekabentuk dibuat melalui perisian 

SolidWorks supaya dapat melihat dari pandangan 3D. Proses analisis perlu dilakukan 

terhadap kesemua silinder yang digunakan. Setelah selesai presos analisis dan ujian, 

nilai maksimum berat komponen yang akan diangkat akan diperolehi.    
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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

 Pneumatic system is a conversion of energy from fluid power to mechanical 

energy or work force. Pneumatic system is very important in industry or factory that use 

machine especially in automation control. Most industries use this system in their 

product generation. For example in automotive industry used to spray paint in car 

bodies. In this project, pneumatic system will be designed to clamp a small item. 

Clamper type used is from parallel wide opening type. This type can produce gripping 

force higher compared than others clamper type. Apart from that, process design should 

be done to supplement this project. Process designs are made through SolidWorks 

software because can see from 3D view. Process of analysis should be done on cylinder 

altogether used. The clamper system designed is control by electro pneumatic. After 

done the analysis and testing process, the maximum load can be hold will record to the 

table. Based on the result, the maximum weight than can be lifted is depend on the 

pneumatic pressure. The higher the pressure the greater the load can be lifted. 
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CHAPTER I 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

1.0 Introduction 

A clamper is a device to hold or secure objects tightly together to prevent 

movement or separation through the application of inward pressure. There are many 

types of clamper available for many different purposes. Some are temporary, as used to 

position components while fixing them together, others are intended to be permanent. 

Anything which performs the action of clamping may be called a clamper, so this gives 

rise to a wide variety of terms across many fields.  

For this project, the pneumatic system will be use for the operation of clamper 

system. The project was get inspiration from the real excavator, the arm also close to the 

real excavator but this project powered by pneumatic system. This project only a model 

but can operation to clamp product or components which possess range of sizes 58mm 

to 98mm. The clamper was design to clamp and hold component square or circle. In 

other chapter, the maximum load can be hold will be discussed and capability of the 

clamper motion will be discussed. This project has to design the clamper operation and 
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fabrication of the arm and the clamper holder. The characteristics of metal will be used 

for making the arm are angle bar mild steel 25.4mm X 25.4mm X 2mm. Type clamper 

will be used is parallel style wide opening air gripper. It is because it more powerful 

than other. The cylinder will be used is double acting cylinder and also 5/3 way 

directional control valve. For make the motion smooth, flow control valve will used to 

reduce the velocity movement of the cylinder.      

 

 

 

1.1      Problem Statement 

 

The cost of the hydraulic system is very expensive. In this project, pneumatic system 

will be used to reduce the cost. The hydraulic system is very suitable for high force 

needed and heavier component but it not suitable for little and light component. The 

pneumatic system is very suitable for clamp product because the force of pneumatic 

system is lower. The surface of the product or component will not damage. The 

maximum load can be hold by the pneumatic clamper will be done by the experiment. 

However, the pneumatic system only can use in low range of pressure application. 

 

 

 

1.2 Objective 

 

1) To design and fabricate the clamper powered by pneumatic system. 

2) To analyze the capability of the pneumatic clamper motion. 

3) To analyze the maximum load can be hold by the pneumatic clamper. 
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1.3 Scope 

 

 This project is about the designing and fabricating the pneumatic clamper. For 

this project, the selection of clamper is very important. Basically, the concept of the 

system is referring to excavator system. After the fabrication, the analysis and testing 

will be run to analyze the system capability. The experiment will determine the 

maximum load that can be raised by the system.  

 

 

 

 1.4 Pneumatic System 

 

 The pneumatic actuating servo systems used in automatic devices have two 

major parts: the power and control subsystems. 

 The main part of the power subsystem is the motor, which may be of the rotating 

or linear type. Basically, this device converts pneumatic power into the useful 

mechanical work or motion. The linear motion system widely uses the pneumatic 

cylinder, which has two major configurations: single or double action. For the single 

action configuration, the cylinder can exert controllable forces in only one direction and 

uses a spring to return the piston to the unenergized position. A double acting actuator 

can be actively controlled in two directions. In the case the of rotary actuation, the 

power unit is a set of vanes attached to a drive shaft and encased in a chamber. Within 

the chamber, the actuator rotates by differential pressure across the vanes and the action 

transmits through the drive shaft. 
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 The important part of the control subsystem is the command module (or task 

controller), which stores the input information (such as desired positioning points, 

trajectory tracking, velocity, or force value) and selects them via input combinations.  

 For example, in the positioning actuator, the positions can be stored in the 

command module (as position list records), and moves command can include additional 

parameters such as velocity and acceleration. In this case, to improve the control 

performance, an adaptive control system with the controller adjusted bases on the 

identification results of the plant can be used. 

 

 

 

1.5 Type of Clamper 

 

 For this project, 3 type of clamper will be discussed: feather hand, fulcrum hand 

and parallel style wide opening. 

 

 

Figure 1.0 : Feather hand clamper ( Source www.ckd.com)  

 The Feather hand Clamper will produce force about 2 N with the maximum 

length of jaw. The mass of this clamper only 43 g and the bore size is 10 mm.  
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Figure 1.1 : Fulcrum hand clamper (Source www.ckd.com) 

 The Fulcrum hand clamper will produce force about 8 N with the maximum 

length of jaw. The mass of this clamper is 90 g and the bore size is 15 mm.  

 

 

Figure 1.2 : Parallel style wide opening (Source www.ckd.com) 

 For this type, the force will produce during the clamp process is 18 N with the 

gripping point is 60 mm. The mass of this clamper is 345 g and the bore size is 10 mm.  
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CHAPTER II 

 

 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 

 

2.1     Structure of Pneumatic Actuating System 

 

 The pneumatic actuating servo systems used in automatic devices have two 

major part: the power and control subsystems (Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2.0 : Block diagram of the pneumatic actuating system (Source: Igor L. Krivts 

and German V. Krejnin (2006)) 
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 The main part of the power subsystem is the motor, which may be of the rotating 

or linear type. Basically, this device converts pneumatic power into the useful 

mechanical work or motion. The linear motion system widely uses the pneumatic 

cylinder, which has two major configurations: single or double action. For the single 

action configuration, the cylinder can exert controllable forces in only one direction and 

uses a spring to return the piston to the unenergized position. A double acting actuator 

can be actively controlled in two directions. In the case the of rotary actuation, the 

power unit is a set of vanes attached to a drive shaft and encased in a chamber. Within 

the chamber, the actuator rotates by differential pressure across the vanes and the action 

transmits through the drive shaft. 

 Most often, the pneumatic actuator has the direct-drive structure; that is the 

output motor shaft or rod is the actuator output link. However, sometimes the 

transmission mechanisms are installed after the motor; in this case, the output shaft is 

the actuator output link (e.g., in the rotating actuator where the pneumatic cylinder is 

used as the motor). 

 Actuator state variable sensors are the input elements of the control subsystems. 

In general, the displacement, velocity, acceleration, force, moment, and pressure can be 

measured in the pneumatic actuator. Different sensor designs can read incrementally or 

absolutely; they can contact a sensed object or operate without contact; and they span a 

board range of performance and pricing levels. Linear position sensors are widely used 

as feedback elements for motion control in pneumatic actuating systems; there are 

precision linear potentiometers, linear variable differential transformers (LVDTs), 

magneto-strictive sensors, and digital optical or magnetic encoders. 

 The important part of the control subsystem is the command module (or task 

controller), which stores the input information (such as desired positioning points, 

trajectory tracking, velocity, or force value) and selects them via input combinations. 

For example, in the positioning actuator, the positions can be stored in the command 

module (as position list records), and moves command can include additional 

parameters such as velocity and acceleration.  
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 The central element of the control subsystem is the controller, which provides 

control, processing, comparing, and diagnostic functions. In general, the controller may 

be of both types: analog and digital. Currently, more than 90% of all controllers in 

industry are of the digital type. The main role of this device is to form control signal 

according to the control algorithm. The most common form of process controller used 

industrially is the PID (proportional + integral + derivative) controller. PID control is an 

effective method in cases where the plant is expressed as a linear model, and the plant 

parameters do not change with wide or prolonged use. Owing to the compressibility 

characteristic of the air and high friction force, the pneumatic actuator system is very 

highly nonlinear, and the system parameters are time variant with changes in the 

environment. There are main causes, which are limited application of PID control in the 

pneumatic actuator systems. 

 For pneumatic actuators, the most common and successful controller is the so-

called state controller or PVA (position, velocity, acceleration) controller. In this case, 

the control signal is a function not only of the positioning signal, but also of the velocity 

and acceleration signal of the output link motion (for the positioning actuator). 

 As noted above, in pneumatic actuator, the dynamic of the plant change during 

performance. In this case, to improve the control performance, an adaptive control 

system with the controller adjusted bases on the identification results of the plant can be 

used. 

 Neural network control and s control algorithm using fuzzy inference are 

effective for a non linear plant. These techniques are applied in the pneumatic actuator 

controller. The controller output signals are sent to the electropneumatic control valve 

via the electrical amplifier. In the pneumatic actuator, the control valve is the interface 

between the power and control subsystems. This device is a key element in which a 

small amplitude, low power electrical signal is used to provide high response 

modulation in pneumatic power. 
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2.2 Pneumatic Systems for Velocity Control 

 

 The application fields of servo pneumatic actuators with speed motion control 

include arc welding machines; painting and printing; scanning motion systems in 

inspection devices; cutting machines for plastic, wood and the fabric materials; gluing; 

and others. 

  practice, open loop pneumatic actuators are seldom used in these applications 

because of the poor ability to maintain constant velocity stabilization owing to low 

internal damping, high sensitivity to load and friction force changes, as well as the 

actuator’s nonlinear characteristics. 

  pneumatic actuator with magnetorheological braking devices can also be used in 

velocity control systems. For example, the linear system with a pneumatic cylinder of 32 

mm diameter bore and 160 mm stroke has the ability to move with constant velocity 

from 20 to 500 mm/s. In this case, the control accuracy is about 10 % of the 

programmed value.   

 

Figure 2.1 : Rotary actuator with magnetorheological brake (Source: Igor L. Krivts and 

German V. Krejnin (2006)) 
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 Figure 2.1 is a schematic diagram of the rotary pneumatic actuator, which has 

the ability to control the rotation velocity. The function of the three position solenoid 

control valve is to ensure that the motor is rotated in the desired direction (clockwise or 

counterclockwise). The motor is stopped when the valve is at the center position. The 

actuator rotates the shaft, on which the magnetorheological brake, load, and velocity 

sensor are installed. Changing the brake impedance torque control the shaft’s angular 

velocity. For this system, the control accuracy is about 15% of the programmed value.  

 A pneumatic actuator for velocity control with a servo or proportional valve is 

based on the same principle of error signal generation as the positioning servo actuator, 

expect that the velocity of the output is sensed rather than position of the load. When the 

velocity loop is at correspondence, an error signal is still present and the load moves at 

the desired velocity. 

 Most pneumatic servo applications require position control in addition to 

velocity control. The most common way to provide position control is to add a position 

loop “outside” the velocity loop, which is known as cascading loop. In this case, the 

position error is scaled by the position loop gain to produce the velocity command. 

 

 

 

2.3 Pneumatic Systems for Force Control 

  

 Servo pneumatic actuators with force control are applied in the following fields: 

dynamic and static material test systems, spot welding equipment, vehicle suspensions, 

manipulator gripper, physiotherapy and assembly robots, paint spraying systems, and 

others. 
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